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Abstract: An allegory of modern science.

The Cairo Affair: Part Two
A low ha ha? Aloha ‘Oe? Book ’em, Danno! (I always
wanted to say that!) Boy, oh boy. First, Hawaii––
Diamond Head, Waikiki, Pearl Harbor––and now, Tahiti!
(Can you say “la Orana”!) Yeah, we’ll never pass this
way again, so we decided, what the heck! While we’re
in this neck of the woods, might as well go for broke!
Still can’t believe it. We’re supposed to be on our way to Sydney, to an international
mathematical summit. But we’re taking the long way around. Playing a little hooky, you
might say: doing a little island hopping in one of those old Grumman Goose planes…you
know, the ones that land on the sea. I can feel the rumble and throb of the engine…just like
in one of those 1940s movies. Ya gotta love it! Can’t beat the company either: Jenny, sitting
there all tanned and relaxed, gazing out the window. (Yeah, my cinnamon girl.) And Pops?
Course, he tagged along. Said he hadn’t had a decent vacation in ages and he sure wasn’t
going to miss the fun! (But that Hawaiian shirt? Wow!) So here we are, somewhere out of
Papeete! Still can’t get the image of Jenny in one of those grass skirts out of my head…and
I’ve always wanted to climb a coconut tree! Sure been swell! This is my kind of research:
loads of good material for my next book. Only one problem: what should the title be?
Anyway…next up? Down under! Crocodile Dundee…Quigley and Crazy Cora! Can’t wait to
take a spin around Sydney Harbor, see the opera house, etc. But the conference? The big
science shindig? Hard to imagine meeting all the bigwigs, the who’s who of math, even the
Minister of State for Antiquities of Egypt! Nervous? Nah, I already have my speech ready:
Cya, Pi (π)!
(The sound of the engine changes as the plane banks.)
Wonder where we’re landing now? When I mentioned we were on
our way to a big math confab, the pilot smiled and got a distant
look in his eye. He said he might have a surprise for us: a hidden
secret that can only be seen once in a blue moon. (Probably only
after a mai tai or two.) Ooh, what’s that? Doesn’t look like an
island. (As the plane turns, suddenly, it comes into full view.
Rising out of the sea, silhouetted against the setting sun…)
“Holy Tutankhamen! (excitedly taking out his phone)
Pops! Pops! Check it out! Gotta get a picture. No one’s ever gonna believe this!”
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…Pyramids in the Pacific? Yep, I still don’t believe it either.
So before I go any further, maybe I should “flashback” or “fadeback” to where it all started…
(The lights flicker. Something goes “thump” on the porch.)
R.Q.: “Heck of a storm out there, Ellery. Did you put the Packard in the garage?”
E.Q. (in his pj’s, talking through a mouthful of chocolate cake):
“Sure did, Dad. It’s safely tucked away. I know how much you
like pampering your baby. Where were we? Oh, that’s right.
We were looking up Archimedes’ connection to the ratio C/d.
(scrolling on his phone) Hmm…it says here, Archimedes authored his own book:
Measurement of a Circle. Should’ve called it ‘The Archimedes’ Connection!’ More pizzazz!
Could’ve made the Athens Times Bestseller List. Ooh! On the first page, Archie says,
The area of any circle is equal to a right-angled triangle in which one of the sides about
the right angle is equal to the radius, and the other to the circumference, of the circle.”
R.Q.(incredulously): “You mean Archimedes already had an equation for the area of a circle
way back in 250 BC? So why the heck is everyone messing around with C/d or pi (π)?”
E.Q.: “Don’t know, Dad. Let’s take a gander at his diagram and see what’s up:
Hmm…looks like Archimedes inscribed
and circumscribed squares in and
about a circle, and then progressively
increased the number of sides of these
two polygons to see how close he could
get to the circle.”
R.Q.: “Oh, I get it! Archie put the
squeeze on the circle!”
E.Q.: “Right. And by comparing the
lengths of the sides of the polygons to
the length of the diameter…that’d be
one way to approximately calculate the
ratio C/d. But wait! As the straight-sided polygons could never equal the curved
circumference of the circle, with this method, Archie could never truly calculate the
circumference, C, nor the ratio C/d!”
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R.Q.: “Huh, so you’re saying Archie locked the cage before he caught the bird?”
E.Q. (laughing):“Right, Dad! Archie’s diagram shows what doesn’t equal the circumference,
C , or C/d! That means by using Archie’s polygon method to get the number 3.14159…,
3.14159… is what doesn’t equal C/d––the exact opposite of what we’ve always been taught!

Holy mackerel! So all this time––think of it––Ptolemy, Viète, van Ceulen, Newton, Jones…
everyone who’s ever tried to approximately calculate the ratio C/d, by using the ol’ less than
or greater than method, has been calculating what can never equal C/d!”
R.Q.: “That’s totally twisted, Son! Everyone’s been calculating what can’t equal C/d?
So much for the mathematician’s IHOP: The International House of Pi!”
E.Q.: “Yeah, pretty half-baked, Pops. Wait! If I remember right, Newton used Archie’s less
than or greater than method (LTGT) as a basis for his ‘Generalized Binomial Theorem,’
for his fluxions and inverse fluxions––for the basis of his calculus!
So that’s why calculus is a math that doesn’t equal anything!”
R.Q.: “That’s a lot to take in, Son. So Archimedes created a car that drives but doesn’t fly!”
E.Q.: “Ha ha! Yeah, Dad. And imagine if they put this method into a computer…Wow!
Infinite division! How many sides can a polygon have? Amazing! Archie created the
ultimate calculus: As the sides of the polygons will always be less than or greater than––
but never equal to––the circumference of the circle, the polygons could infinitely squeeze in
on a limit (the circle) from both sides and never, ever equal it! And that would go on forever!
And as Archimedes’ polygons create an infinitely changing pattern that doesn’t repeat or
resolve, that’s why the number 3.14159…never repeats a pattern or resolves either!”
R.Q.: “Wow! So the straight-sided polygons can never equal C ? Now I can view Archie’s
diagram in a completely different way: If you eliminate everything that doesn’t equal the
circumference (the polygons) you’re left with what does––the circumference of a circle!”
E.Q.: “Brilliant, Dad! So Archie’s diagram proves the only thing that can truly equal C is C ,
and the only thing that can equal the ratio C/d is C/d!”
R.Q.: “So if we actually measure the circumference and divide that length by the diameter…
maybe the ratio C/d would resolve! What a terrific mathematical breakthrough that’d be!”
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